This paper describes two new matrix transform algorithms for the Max-Log-MAP decoding of turbo codes. In the proposed algorithms, the successive decoding procedures carried out in the conventional Max-Log-MAP algorithm are performed in parallel, and well formulated into a set of simple and regular matrix operations, which can therefore considerably speed up the decoding operations and reduce the computational complexity. The matrix Max-Log-MAP algorithms also maintain the advantage of the general logarithmic MAP like algorithms in avoiding complex numerical representation problems. They particularly facilitate the implementations of the logarithmic MAP like algorithms in special-purpose parallel processing VLSI hardware architectures. The matrix algorithms also allow simple implementations by using shift registers. The proposed implementation architectures for the matrix MaxLog-MAP decoding can effectively reduce the memory capacity and simplifL the data accesses and transfers required by the conventional Max-Log-MAP as well as MAP algorithms.
Introduction
Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) decoding, based on the BCJR algorithm [ 13, has seen a resurgence of interest since it was well used for the iterative decoding of turbo codes [2]. Its implementation in VLSI circuits is increasingly in demand in recent years to apply turbo codes to a numbpr of practical systems. However, the original MAP algcrithm suffers from serious drawbacks in its implementation. The main technical difficulty is its complex numerical representation problem, basically due to non-linear functions and a large number of multiplications and additions involved. To overcome this disadvantage, Max-Log-MAP and Log-MAP algorithms have been proposed [3]. In both algorithms, the processing is done exclusively in the logarithmic domain, and the operations involved (only "add" and "maximum" function) are easier to handle. Up to now, almost all of the practical MAP decoders have been implemented in such logarithmic MAP-like algorithms.
In this paper, we present two matrix transform algorithms for the Max-Log-MAP decoding of turbo codes. In the proposed algorithms, the successive decoding procedures carried out in the conventional Max-Log-MAP algorithm are performed in parallel, and well formulated into a set of simple and regular matrix operations, which can therefore considerably speed up the decoding operations and reduce the computational complexity. Our matrix approaches also maintain the advantage of the general logarithmic algorithms in avoiding the complex numerical representation problem. They particularly facilitate the implementation of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm in special-purpose VLSI hardware for parallel processing. (4) and (5), respectively. Then compute iik using (9), and at the same time, compute
Principle of Matrix
After receiving the complete sequence Ry, compute
Its implementation architecture is shown in Figure 3 .
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Its implementation architecture is shown in
Algorithm Analysis and Comparison
Compared with the conventional Max-Log-MAP algorithm, the presented matrix Max-Log-MAP algorithms have following major features:
Computation Time
The greatest advantage of our matrix algorithms is that they can considerably speed up the decoding operations. This is because after matrixing the Max-Log-MAP decoder, we can do matrix operations between different rows and corresponding columns in parallel, and for the operation between any one row and corresponding column, we can do the operations of different element pairs in parallel. Therefore, the operations between any Mdimension vector and any MxM matrix can save time to l/A8; the operations between any MxMmatrixes can save time to l / d . Also, a lot of decoding procedures originally carried out successively in the conventional Max-Log-MAP algorithm can be accomplished in parallel, such as the steps 2) and 3) in both matrix algorithms.
Comuutational Comulexitv
Like the general logarithmic MAP like algorithms, the invented matrix Max-Log-MAP algorithms maintain much lower computational complexity than the original MAP algorithm. This is because these logarithmic MAP like algorithms transform the complex operations carried out in the original MAP into simple operations, such as additions and maximum functions. Most notably, as mentioned above, they avoid non-linear function computations for branch transition probabilities, all of which significantly reduce the VLSI implementation difficulty. Compared with the conventional Max-Log-MAP algorithm, thematrix Max-Log-MAP algorithms bear more complexity that mainly caused by the series operations between r ( R k ) s (including F, (Rk) , i = o,I). But it isthese series operations that makes our matrix algorithms achieve 
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